INTRODUCTION

Professor Anita Bernstein opens her book, *The Common Law Inside the Female Body*, with a startling “strange bedfellows” argument: William Blackstone and modern American feminists want the same thing. “The common law,” she argues “contains precepts and doctrines that strengthen the freedom of individuals; the feminist struggle against the subjugation of women pursues liberty.”¹ Can this be the same Blackstone who articulated the doctrine of coverture and the severe impediments it imposed on the liberty of married women? His pronouncement that “the husband and wife are one person in law”—and that one is the husband—is the centerpiece of a doctrine that deprived married women of a panoply of civil rights like buying property, entering into contracts, and owning their own wages.² These disabilities were lifted by statutes known as the “Married Women’s Property Acts,” but some impediments persisted into the twentieth century.³ But by
the end of the book, Bernstein has made a compelling argument that common law principles, despite an inauspicious start, can “liberate women.” Indeed, there is little if anything in those principles that deprives women of the same rights as men. The common law may have “proceeded as if only men could enjoy its opportunities,” but that, she argues, is due to a “historical condition now supplanted.”

Once women became equal participants in civil society as well as in the justice system, there ceased to exist any basis for restricting the benefit of common-law principles to men. And, oh boy, the common law contains some juicy stuff that really could be deployed to advance the cause of gender equality. This Essay will consider and evaluate Bernstein’s argument that the common law supports a virtually unfettered right to terminate a pregnancy. It will situate her argument against the backdrop of the constitutional right of abortion, which has been the primary lens through which women’s reproductive rights have been viewed. The Essay will then consider the newly composed Supreme Court and the threat it portends to reproductive rights. It concludes by suggesting that the common law, as Bernstein understands it, could come to the rescue of women and their full humanity.

I. THE RIGHT TO FAVOR ONESELF

Bernstein’s overarching point is that while the common law embraces a belief in negative liberty that does not guarantee individuals receive anything “to give them the freedom to flourish,” it empowers them to “reject invasion and intrusion.” What this amounts to, in Bernstein’s words, is a right of “condoned self-regard.” She further explains:

We may put ourselves first, in other words. Individuals may favor themselves and what they think are their own interests over the demands that another person makes. Only if they have done something that forces them to subordinate what they want for themselves must they yield to the wishes of another individual. In this design, found pervasively in the common law, condoned self-regard is the rule and compelled self-abnegation the exception.

Chapter Five is devoted to unwanted pregnancy—specifically, the application of indisputable common law principles to abortion. At the risk of
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causing Blackstone to turn over in his grave, let’s consider Bernstein’s bottom line: The common law clearly supports a woman’s unfettered access to abortion for no reason other than that she does not desire to be pregnant. The chapter revolves around the unwanted “Zef,” her shorthand for an in utero zygote-embryo-fetus, a life form that changes identity as it develops from blastocyst to baby. Does a woman have the right to forcefully remove the Zef from her body? If the answer is no, she is forced to give birth and forced, unless and until she relinquishes the child for adoption, to become a mother. The harm of forced birth should be obvious—the pain and risk of pregnancy and childbirth to her life and health, the invasive medical monitoring, and the many costs and potential harms of becoming a mother against one’s will. The consequences of forced birth take a variety of forms—from precipitating intimate partner violence to costing one her job—and can last a lifetime (or shorten it). Abortion, on the other hand, is safe and effective in most cases—a woman is fourteen times more likely to die from giving birth than from having an abortion. The question, then, is whether the pregnant woman has the right to avoid this harm by terminating the pregnancy and evicting the Zef from the inside of her body. Without the protective housing of the uterus, and the biological support the pregnant woman provides, the Zef cannot survive.
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II. THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO SEEK AN ABORTION

The Constitution has been the primary framework through which abortion rights have been developed in the U.S. Since 1973, when the Supreme Court decided in Roe v. Wade that a woman has the right to terminate a pre-viability pregnancy, most debates about abortion have hung on Roe and its ability to withstand relentless attacks in the courts. At the time Roe was decided, abortion was criminalized by a majority of U.S. states. Those bans were not age-old. Many were enacted in the middle of the nineteenth century, replacing a common law standard followed both in England and in U.S. states that permitted abortions before “quickening”—the moment when the pregnant woman can first feel fetal movement (around sixteen to eighteen weeks gestation). The criminal bans that took hold typically prohibited all abortions, but punished those on farther along pregnancies more severely than earlier ones; the only standard exception was for abortions necessary to save the life of the pregnant woman. And under these laws, it was the doctors who were criminalized, not the pregnant women.

A move to liberalize abortion laws had begun prior to the decision in Roe. In 1962, the American Law Institute recommended that states loosen abortion restrictions by creating a category of justifiable abortions. Between 1966 and 1972, a third of the states changed their laws to create at least a small category for legal abortion. When Roe was decided, four states had repealed their bans completely. Writing for the majority, Justice Blackmun declared that the right to privacy under the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause encompassed the right to terminate a
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pregnancy before a certain point. The Court held specifically that a fetus is not a person for constitutional purposes and does not have rights that need to be balanced against the woman’s own rights. The state, according to the Court, has no interest in protecting fetal life during the first trimester, but acquires one when the fetus reaches viability. This ruling effectively invalidated most abortion laws in the United States, even in states that had liberalized their laws, but fell short of legalizing abortion regardless of circumstance.

In the decades that followed Roe, the Supreme Court revisited and reframed the right of abortion as the right to terminate a pre-viability pregnancy without undue burden from the government. The anti-abortion movement went through different strategies—violence, attacks on funding, and indirect attacks on providers and facilities that made it hard for many women to access abortions. There were wins and losses for each side—for example, the Supreme Court upheld restrictions on government funding for abortions but invalidated many regulations that forced clinics to close with no offsetting benefit to women’s health. Throughout decades of battle, abortion rights remained entirely contingent on the Supreme Court’s willingness to toe the line.

Today, constitutional abortion rights hang by a thread, as newly appointed Justices Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh portend a stark
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rightward shift. This has created opportunities for states to restrict abortion—multiple states have passed near or total bans in the last few months in the hopes of bringing about a post-\textit{Roe} world. But at the same time, other states have done the exact opposite—they have passed strong statutory protections for abortions that will maintain or even expand women’s reproductive rights when and if the constitutional bottom falls out. The question is not whether abortion rights will be protected, but when, how severely, and by what means they will be curtailed, at least as a constitutional matter. The records of the new Justices on sexual and reproductive rights support this prediction. The battle over abortion has become more divisive, and the polar movements have drifted further apart.
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The shifting terrain presents new challenges, making it the perfect time to consider Bernstein’s call of the common law to arms.

III. THE ROLE OF THE COMMON LAW IN PROTECTING ABORTION RIGHTS

From the perspective of a pregnant woman, an unwanted pregnancy causes harm, and termination of that pregnancy can be accomplished safely and effectively. Those are the (entirely provable) premises from which Bernstein begins her argument that the common law protects a woman’s right to terminate an unwanted pregnancy. Remaining pregnant is worth the immense physical, emotional, financial, and social costs “only if one wishes the first-time parenthood or the larger family that will follow this pregnancy—or, for the minority of pregnancies that involve surrogacy, if the pregnant person is receiving acceptable compensation.” The Supreme Court has recognized that the deprivation of access to abortion “amounts to a real injury,” but does the common law?

The common law, Bernstein argues, protects a general right to refuse the things we “Do Not Want.” There are exceptions to this rule—consent, undertaking of responsibility, and criminal punishment—but Bernstein argues persuasively that none are applicable to the condition of unwanted pregnancy. Engaging in sex, she argues, cannot be equated with consent to pregnancy, given the possibility of rape, failed contraceptives, fraud about contraceptives or fertility, as well as the sheer unlikelihood that any one act of sex will so result. Likewise, for the same reason, a pregnant woman cannot be treated as having undertaken responsibility for the Zef, at least not in all circumstances. Moreover, the common law provides that “an obligor may abandon an undertaking when fulfilling it would demand too much of her.” Pregnancy and birth surely fit that bill. Pregnancy can trigger or reveal life-altering or life-threatening situations that would make even a stoic wish to abandon course. The final possibility is that she must remain pregnant as a form of criminal punishment, but the status of being pregnant does not itself prove a sufficient act or mental state to warrant criminal liability, and in most cases, the underlying sex is not a crime. And even if it was, Bernstein explains, “[f]orced gestation, parturition, and motherhood are incoherent
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retribution for whatever misconduct the pregnancy is understood to manifest.”

If the woman’s right to refuse things she Does Not Want is intact, then the remaining question is: with what means? In other words, can she enforce her right to refuse something she Does Not Want by terminating the Zef? It does not even seem like a close call under standard common law principles, and here’s the punchline: of course she can. Bernstein explains thoroughly why the common law precept that permits one to repel an invader with deadly force supports unfettered access to abortion. The principle gives people an “interest in the integrity and safety of not only their lives and health but also the physical space in which they live.” As already discussed, the Zef poses a serious risk of bodily harm, which is sufficient under the common law standard to justify a lethal response. This is so even when the target of the force bears no blame for the invasion (the Zef), and when the response is carried out by someone other than the one threatened (the medical provider). The “castle doctrine,” which permits a person to take severe measures to protect her home from an invader, only reinforces the common law’s support for abortion to repel an invading Zef. It is not an exaggeration to say that most readers will be completely convinced by the end of this section of the book that the common law supports a right to abortion far broader than the Constitution guarantees. And that this would be true whether you believe the Zef to be a person or not. After all, how could it be that a person can kill a living, breathing, fully grown human to protect his home, but another person cannot protect her own body from an unwanted invader?

Bernstein further examines a second precept of the common law—that a person may “withhold benevolence and favors” from others, even when they would require little effort and pose no risk. As anyone who has completed first-year Torts will remember, there is no duty to rescue another person. You can discover a helpless baby on the train tracks and just leave it there, potential lethal harm be damned.

This all invites Bernstein’s observation: “If Ye Olde Common Law gives individuals a right to rid themselves of pregnancy, one would have expected to hear the news before now.” While the common law has
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“consistently had no trouble” recognizing the right of people to repel intruders or withhold favors, “it has been less able to perceive a pregnant individual as a holder of these common law rights.”\textsuperscript{48} Bernstein explains that this is, in part, a reflection of science and technology: before safe and effective methods of abortion were perfected, which did not happen until the twentieth century, an abortion prohibition could have been justified under the common law as a sort of “harm reduction” principle.\textsuperscript{49} This, she points out, was the focus of early feminists who opposed abortion and whose views have been twisted and co-opted by the modern anti-abortion movement.\textsuperscript{50}

The more concerning explanation for the lack of recognition of the common law’s application to abortion, which Bernstein captures in a single sentence, is this: “Applying common law doctrines to abortion calls for willingness to consider the pregnant person a person.”\textsuperscript{51} Therein lies the rub. This is a general problem with the law, especially when it comes to sexual and reproductive health. The law is replete with instances in which the failure to recognize women’s full humanity relegates them to second-class citizens. One need only skim modern abortion case law to see that even when courts purport to be protecting a woman’s right to abortion, they do not treat her as a functioning, independent person—and certainly not as one who possesses the long-recognized right to repel invaders. The Supreme Court has upheld a wide variety of abortion restrictions that question a woman’s power to make decisions about her own body and healthcare, including mandatory ultrasounds, waiting periods, counseling with scientific misinformation, and so on.\textsuperscript{52}

In perhaps the most egregious example, the Supreme Court upheld a federal ban on a particular method of second-trimester abortions in order to
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protect women from their own regret (assumed, not proven). As Justice Kennedy wrote,

It is self-evident that a mother who comes to regret her choice to abort must struggle with grief more anguished and sorrow more profound when she learns, only after the event, what she once did not know: that she allowed a doctor to pierce the skull and vacuum the fast-developing brain of her unborn child, a child assuming the human form.

According to the Court, the woman here is a mother (without having given birth), she is bonded to an unborn child, and she is suffering. Abortions seem only, in the eyes of the Supreme Court, to involve the “abortion doctor,” “the fetus,” and “the cervix.” There is no fully human woman at the center, where she should be. Imagine what self-defense criminal cases would look like if we described men in such terms when they shoot an intruder who has dared penetrate their castle? Don’t bother, because judges never do. We do not deprive a man of his self-defense argument out of fear that he might regret or feel conflicted about shooting an unarmed, potentially harmless intruder. We just envision him standing up for his rights—strong, fearless, determined, and unfazed by the moral complexity of his act.

CONCLUSION

Will the common law come to the rescue of women as the Supreme Court falls away from them and their rights? One limitation of the common law, which Bernstein acknowledges, is that it can be abrogated by statute. It is thus not a force against the legislatures that have already demonstrated their antipathy to abortion rights and their plans for a post-Roe world. And perhaps it adds nothing in the states that have taken the initiative to use legislative power to protect and expand reproductive rights. The constitutional protection for a woman’s right to terminate a pregnancy has been the glue that keeps the opposing states from drifting too far away. The right to abortion cannot, of course, be abrogated by statute, state or federal.
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But it can be abandoned by the Supreme Court, and it may well be in the near future. While it is not clear that the common law will be the backstop when this happens, it could be used to focus our attention on the most important question: Are women people, too?